Visor Assembly:

1. Align the center hole of the visor to the center mounting post on the helmet, then attach the right side and left side mounting post to visor perforations.

Donning the PAPR:

2. Loosen the rotary adjustment knob counterclockwise to ensure the helmet will easily fit over the head.

3. Hold the helmet by the top front in one hand, then pull the helmet over and down onto the head, turn adjustment knob clockwise to tighten against back of head.

4. Pull the front edge of the visor cuff down and back, under the chin to ensure a good seal.

5. To ensure a good seal, slide the fingers on each side of the face from under the chin and up to the temples.
6. (a) Proper fit is achieved when tension is felt continuously along the face, chin and;
(b) up to the temples. If this condition is not achieved, change visor size.

7. Using a slight twist, connect power cord to battery.

**Removing visor and doffing PAPR after exiting airborne isolation room:**

9. Unplug the power cord from the battery. Hold the battery with one hand and grasp the power cord connector firmly and close to the battery connection. Gently pull the power cord connector straight out of the battery connector.

**Filter and Battery LED Status Indicators:**

8. Exit area prior to battery / PAPR change-out.

- Any—Change Battery
- Any—Change PAPR
- Only—Continue Working

**Changing Comfort Strips:**

A full comfort strip fits the front of the headband. To remove a damaged or soiled comfort strip, pull away and off the headband.

To attach a comfort strip, align it parallel to the headband with the loop side facing the headband and press it on.

**Cleaning the outer and inner surfaces of PAPR system:**

Use hospital-grade disinfectant WIPES.

**WARNING:** Do not immerse the helmet into water or other liquid. This will cause irreparable damage to the helmet.
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